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2. My family went to California.
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3. George loves to play soccer.
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4. I can run faster than a cheetah.

4. I can run faster than a cheetah.
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L.1
Name: __________________
Answer Key

L.1
Name: __________________
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Add the inflectional endings to each root word.

Add the inflectional endings to each root word.
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-s

-ed

-ing

word

-s

-ed

-ing

look

looks

looked

looking

yell

yells

yelled

yelling

play

plays

played

playing

stay

stays

stayed

staying

jump

jumps

jumped

jumping

bump

bumps

bumped

bumping
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word

-s

-ed

-ing
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-s

-ing

sail

sails

sailed

sailing

stop

stops

ask

asks

asked

asking

spill

spills

spilled

spilling

tape

tapes

taped

taping

rake

rakes

raked

raking

stopped stopping
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First Grade:
L.1.1.C
L.1.1.D
L.1.1.E
L.1.1.F
L.1.1.G
L.1.1.H

Use common, proper,
and possessive nouns.

Use singular and plural
nouns with matching
verbs in basic
sentences (e.g., He hops;
We hop).
Use personal,
possessive, and
indefinite pronouns (e.g.,
I, me, my; they, them,
their, anyone,
everything).
Use verbs to convey a
sense of past, present, and
future (e.g., Yesterday I
walked home; Today I walk
home; Tomorrow I will
walk home).

Use frequently
occurring adjectives.

Use frequently
occurring conjunctions
(e.g., and, but, or, so,
because).

Use determiners (e.g.,
articles,
demonstratives).

Student Name

L.1.1.B

Print all upper- and
lowercase letters.

Language
(pg 1)

L.1.1.A
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First Grade math exit tickets

(Click each image to see more)

First Grade ELA exit tickets

(Click each image to see more)

